TOEPLITZ
METHODS WHICH SUM A GIVEN SEQUENCE P. ERDijS AND P. C. ROSENBLOOM
The following note arose out of discussions of a paper by Agnew, but is, however, self-contained.
THEOREM.
Let {x,, ] be a bounded divergent sequence. Suppose that { y,,) is summable by every regular Toeplitz method which sums ix,,). Then f yfi ] is of the form { cxR +a, 1 where {a,, ) is convergent.
PROOF.
For typographical convenience we shall often write x(n) for x,,, and so on. Let {X(XL) 1, k = 1,2, 1 * * , be any convergent subsequence of ix%). Then {x~ ] is summable by the matrix (a(n, K)) where a(n, k) = 1 for n =%k and a(n, K) = 0 for n #?zk. Hence { y(nk) } is also convergent.
Let {G'] and ( n$' } be sequences of integers such that n: #nl' for all k and
These sequences ( ni } and {nkl' ) will be held fixed throughout the rest of the argument. Then the sequences { y(nk') f and { y(nd') ) are also convergent, say to a! and @ respectively. Let (X(%) ] be an arbitrary convergent subsequence of { xn ] with the limit C. Let X andp be determined by the equations Thus every subsequence of ( yn -mx, ) contains a subsubsequence converging to a. Hence limn+,, (yn -mx,J =a, which proves our theorem.
COROLLARY.
If Ix,,) and fyh] are bounded divergent sequences, and { y,, ] is summable by every regular Toe@& method which sums {x~ } , then {x,, ] is summable by every regular Toeplitz method which sums IYJ* By a theorem of Agnew,* there is no single Toeplitz method which has the sequences of the form ( cxn+a,) as its convergence field. The above theorem shows, however, that this set of sequences is the common part of the convergence fields of Toeplitz methods which sum t4* Added November 11, 1945 We have just had the opportunity of seeing the paper of A. Brudno, Summation of bounded sequences by matrices, Rec. Math. (Mat. Sbornik) N. S. vol. 16 (1945), pp. 191-247 . From the English summary it seems that our result is contained in his Theorem 11, p. 236. His Theorem 11 can clearly be proved by our method, It is difficult to compare the simplicity of the proofs.
